Subject: KR Resp. to “IRG N2017_Japan_Further_comments, Japan”
Date: 2014.11.19.

1. KA-KC05037 (SN 02200) unifiable with U+3540?

⇒ KR resp: No unification.

- Rationale:

(fill the rationale here)

The old form of (in a red circle in the figure below) was changed to .

(fill the reference and justification here)
2. SN 02719 (= KC01326) unifiable with U+61F6 / UCV #324

KR resp: unify SN 02719 (= KC01326) with U+2F8B1, Not with U+61F6

- Rationale: There is already a K entry in U+61F6
Therefore, unify SN 02719 (= KC01326) with U+2F8B1, Not with U+61F6.

3. SN 03844 (KA-KC01963) unifiable with U+27BF8

KR resp: Unify SN 03844 (= KC01963) with U+27BF8